COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT LAW ON THE AMENDMENTS OF THE LAW ON SOCIAL WELFARE

In Belgrade, 8 August 2018

A. Principal objectons to the text of the rrat law on the amendments of the aaw on Social Welfare

I Legalizatin if the measures prescribed by the Regulatin in measures if sicial inclusiin if
beneficiaries if financial sicial assistance cintrary ti the internatinal ibligatins if the Republic if
Serbia cintained in the ILO Cinventin Ni. 29 and Artcle 4 if the Euripean Cinventin in Human
Rights.
The most serious shortcomings of the rrat law include the introducton of measures that are contrary to
the Consttuton and the internatonal obligatons of the state in relaton to the preveenton of forced labor
and discriminaton, i.e. the introducton of proveisions from the Regulaton on measures of social inclusion
of benefciaries of fnancial social assistance. We remind that due to the introducton of these obligatons
that discriminate against the benefciaries of fnancial social assistance and veiolate their dignity, the
Consttutonal Court has receiveed seveeral initatvees by the end of 2014 to assess the consttutonality of
the disputed Regulaton, and that the Ombudsman has submited a moton for the assessment of the
consttutonality of this act. The request sent to the Goveernment of the Republic of Serbia for urgent
suspension of the implementaton of the Regulaton was supported by 57 civeil society organizatons. By
disregarding these initatvees and requests, as well as the warnings of the experts in this feld, and by
introducing the measures from the Regulaton into the aaw, the process of public discussion would
completely be made senseless, due to the seveere disregard of essentally important comments from the
partcipants in the process. Ignoring of such an important warning from such a large number of
representatvees of civeil society organizatons would be a clear message to non-goveernmental
organizatons that their partcipaton in public discussions in relaton to the amendments to this
regulaton is purely formal, without taking into consideraton the essental objectons and proposals. It is
also important to point out that the shortcomings of the Regulaton could not be resolveed by
incorporatng the obligatons enveisaged by the Regulaton into the law since such obligatons would
contnue to be contrary to the Consttuton and internatonal obligatons of the state. In additon, the fact

that the measures proveen to be inefcient are atempted to be incorporated into the law is a cause for
concern, as was emphasized in the explanaton of the rrat aaw and in the preliminary results of the
implementaton of the Regulaton implemented by the A 11 - Economic and Social Rights Initatvee. Abovee
all, these are the measures that are not suitable to improvee the positon of benefciaries of fnancial social
assistance in the labour market, because their inveoluntary partcipaton in the performance of jobs for
which no skills or qualifcatons are required (and this is mostly the case with the engagement of
benefciaries of fnancial social assistance under the Regulaton) cannot result in greater chances of
fnding or retaining a job. On the contrary, these measures only contribute to the stgmatzaton of
benefciaries of fnancial social assistance, their further marginalizaton or the loss of funds to ensure
basic existence.
II Regulatin if the legal mater by bylaws that are cintrary ti the principles if legal certainty and
guarantees if the prihibitin if the reductin if the atained level if human rights
Also, we emphasize that the tendency for numerous bylaws to be adopted by the Minister without prior
legal regulaton of the basic terms and the more detailed conditons for the adopton of these bylaws can
lead to the reducton of rights and to legal uncertainty. This is especially true if one bears in mind that
numerous bylaws are not adopted within the prescribed deadline, that these acts are not subject to
public discussion, nor can the content thereof be infuenced by the experts from the giveen felds or by the
general public. All these circumstances support the fact that in the proposed amendments to the aaw on
Social Welfare it is necessary to reduce the number of proveisions that refer to the adopton of bylaws.
Such legal solutons may, to a large extent, lead to the reducton of rights, which is contrary to the
guarantees proveided for by the Consttuton under Artcle 20 that the atained leveel of human and
minority rights cannot be reduced. This suggeston relates to the entre rrat since it has been observeed
that a large number of rights for the use of which the conditons were prescribed by the law are in fact
deleted by the rrat aaw and their regulaton is let to the Minister in charge.
III Failure ti ibserve the basic nimitechnical rules and methidiligy fir drafing regulatins
Finally, we note that laws and legal acts need to be writen in accordance with the existng
methodologies, so as to aveoid ambiguites and disagreements, especially in terms of regulatons that are
the basic laws for a specifc area.

B. Objectons in detail

Proposal 1:
In Artcle 32 of the rrat, delete paragraph 2.
Proposal 2:
In Artcle 28 of the rrat, in paragraph 8, ater the words “veictms of human trafcking”, add words “and
internally displaced persons”.
Proposal 3:
In Artcle 33 of the rrat, add new paragraph 1 reading as follows:g “In Artcle 81(4), ater the word
“spouse”, add words “and common-law partner”.
Proposal 4:
In Artcle 34 of the rrat, add new paragraph 2 reading as follows:g “In Artcle 82(1)(3), ater the words “at
the moment of submission of the request for cash social assistance”, add a comma, followed by the
following words:g “other than a registered personal veehicle used for transport of an indiveidual or a family
member who is seriously ill or a person with disabilites or an elderly and hard-moveing person or a veehicle
that is necessary due to trafc isolatonn”
Proposal 5:
Artcle 35 of the rrat should be amended as follows:g “In Artcle 83(1) (1), the words “or registered as an
unemployed person”, should be replaced with the words:g “or a person who is not engaged in work”
In Artcle 35 of the rrat, add paragraph 2 reading as follows:g “In item 2), ater the word:g “if”, add the
following words:g “oveer the past six months”. Ater the words “has not refused the ofered”, add the word
“adequate”.
Proposal 6:
Amend Artcle 36 as follows:g “Artcle 84 is to be deleted”.

Proposal 7:
In Artcle 37 of the rrat, add new paragraph 1 reading as follows:g “In Artcle 85, paragraph 3 is to be
deleted”. relete paragraphs 3 and 4.
Proposal 8:
Artcle 41 of the rrat should be completely deleted.
Proposal 9:
In Artcle 44, paragraph 4, delete the following words “fact about missed earnings”.
Proposal 10:
In Artcle 46 of the rrat, add new paragraph 1 reading as follows:g “In Artcle 110, add new paragraph 2
reading as follows:g One-of assistance is also granted to persons who do not havee Ir documents, or to
stateless persons or to persons without a permanent or temporary place of residence, if they suddenly or
currently fnd themselvees in the state of social need. A new paragraph 3 is to be added, reading as
follows:g “The procedure of exercising the right for the benefciaries referred to in paragraph 2 of this
Artcle shall be carried out by the Centre for Social Work on which territory the benefciary referred to in
paragraph 2 of this Artcle is located”.
C. Explanatons for the proposed amendments
Explanaton of proposal 1:
Regarding the impositon of partcipaton in public works and the indiveidual employment plan, we
emphasize that forcing indiveiduals (the efects of which, according to the practce of internatonal
contractng bodies and the European Court of Human Rights, can be compared to the conditoning of
receipt of fnancial social assistance by performing work that the indiveidual has not chosen and for which
he/she does not havee the required qualifcatons and psycho-physical abilites) to work on jobs that they
themselvees did not choose, is contrary to the prohibiton of forced labour, which, according to
Conveenton no. 29 of the Internatonal aabour Organizaton is defned as any work or serveice required
from one person under threat of any punishment and for which such person did not ofer himself/herself
veoluntarily. What is especially worrying is the fact that the rrat proveides for a measure that was

preveiously applied on the basis of a bylaw (Regulaton on measures of social inclusion of benefciaries of
fnancial social assistance) and which, according to the claims giveen in the explanaton of the rrat, did
not produce results.
Explanaton of proposal 2:
We propose for the legislator to foresee the exempton from the payment of social protecton serveices
also for internally displaced persons, in the manner and for the reasons for which this was done for the
veictms of human trafcking. This is primarily due to the specifc positon of the IrPs, the fact that many
analyses show that the biggest problems of displaced persons are habitaton, access to informaton and
employment, and due to these factors, they are largely in the constant need for social assistance 1.
Therefore, all these circumstances point to the multple veulnerabilites of this social group, and therefore
to the need to facilitate access to social protecton serveices in a way that they will be exempted from
paying expenses.
Explanaton of proposal 3:
We propose that the civeil law partners, in additon to spouses, should be seen as family members,
regardless of the place of liveing, haveing in mind that the Consttuton sees these forms of the community
as equal.
Explanaton of proposal 4:
When determining the property that a benefciary of fnancial social assistance may possess, it is
necessary to introduce this excepton in order to preveent indiveiduals that fnd themselvees in the state of
social danger to be forced to sell their veehicle and in situatons where this would result in great difcultes
in achieveing life's needs, serious reducton of the quality of life and inaccessibility of basic serveices and
organizatons.
Explanaton of proposal 5:
By specifying that the benefciary is not obliged to accept employment or work engagement that is not
appropriate for him/her, it is preveented that the indiveidual remains without the means to secure basic
existence for not acceptng employment or engagement that does not correspond to his or her psycho1 UNHCR, JIPS, Commissariat for Refugees of the Republic of Serbia, Assessment of Needs of Internally risplaced Persons in
Serbia, March 2011, aveailable at:g htp:g//www.unhcr.rs/media/IRaiizveestajisrpskaiveerzija.pdf

physical conditon or qualifcatons. Here we also wish to recall the Conclusions of the Commitee for
Social Rights of the Council of Europe for Serbia for 2017, in which a queston was addressed to the
Republic of Serbia in order to determine whether “in the eveent of a refusal of employment, engagement
in temporary, occasional or seasonal work or veocatonal training, the right to fnancial social assistance is
completely abolished and whether this may result in the denial of all means of surveiveal for the indiveidual
in queston. The Commitee believees that, if this informaton is not proveided in the next State Report,
there will be nothing to preveent the conclusion that the situaton in this segment is not in accordance
with the Charter (Reveised European Social Charter)." In order to preveent the consequences that could
endanger the liveelihood of indiveiduals and align the situaton in Serbia with internatonally accepted
obligatons, it is necessary, depending on the circumstances of each indiveidual case, to consider the
possibility of reducton, rather than the complete aboliton of fnancial social assistance, as well as for the
fnancial social assistance not to be abolished in situatons where this would mean a complete loss of
funds for subsistence.
Explanaton of proposal 6:
Not knowing the procedures and fear of initatng proceedings in order to obtain support from relatvees in
practce consttutes a serious obstacle to the exercise of the right to fnancial social assistance for the
most veulnerable benefciaries of this assistance. Apart from the fact that the obligaton to initate
proceedings under Artcle 84 of the aaw on Social Welfare, i.e. Artcle 36 of the rrat, consttutes an
excessivee burden on socially veulnerable persons and the courts, the outcomes of the proceedings are
such that they do not justfy further implementaton of this obligaton, either because the relatvees
themselvees havee the obligaton to support socially veulnerable persons or because of the inability to
ensure partcipaton of the partes in the proceedings. 2 The administratvee setlement will not be
applicable in a large number of cases where the relatvees who havee the obligaton to support do not livee
in the country or their benefciaries do not eveen know their address, and therefore will not lead to
simplifcaton of the procedure for exercising the right to fnancial social assistance. For the same reason,
it is not possible to expect the reducton of the pressure on the courts. rue to the fear that the initaton
of the proceeding would harm the family relatonships, socially veulnerable persons are let without the
right to fnancial social assistance, which is especially present among elderly people who do not dare to
sue their children despite being incapable of working and haveing no income other than the fnancial social
2 N. Bodiroga, The right to fnannial sonial assistanne of the benefniary who is enttlee to subsistenne -i Legal analysis of Artnle
84 of the Law on Sonial Welfare, pg. 10, aveailable at:g http://praxisoorgors/iaages/praxisdeownloaes/Praoo220na220noonanu
220sonijalnu220poaon220korisnika220koji220iaa220praoo220na220izerzaoanjeopefo

assistance. Instead of saveings, this obligaton only increases the burden of the courts, makes it difcult to
exercise the right to social assistance and exposes indiveiduals to extreme poveerty if, due to their
ignorance, fear or ethical reasons, they do not initate proceedings for support. It is necessary for Artcle
84 of the aaw (i.e. Artcle 36 of the rrat) to be deleted to lower the burden of the courts and preveent the
socially veulnerable persons to be let completely without the means of subsistence because they did not
know or havee permission to initate support proceedings.
Explanaton of proposal 7:
It is necessary to delete paragraph 3 of Artcle 85 of the current aaw on Social Welfare, which stpulates
that a person who is capable of work or a family in which the majority of members are able to work is
enttled to fnancial social assistance for up to nine months during the calendar year, if they meet the
requirements prescribed by the law. Indiveiduals and families whose members cannot fnd employment
are let without any means of liveing and without the ability to satsfy basic liveelihood needs. Interruptons
in the receipt of fnancial social assistance are pushing the benefciaries eveen deeper into poveerty and
exposing them to the risk of drastc worsening of their liveing conditons, and oten put them at risk of
staying homeless due to the inability to pay for utlity serveices and rent, which is partcularly notceable in
relaton to the users of social housing. In additon, stpulatng that the benefciary of fnancial social
assistance who is able to work, or the family in which the majority of members are able to work, is
enttled to fnancial social assistance for only nine months during the calendar year, the Republic of
Serbia acts in direct contradicton with the concluding observeatons of the United Natons Commitee on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which in the last reveiew of the implementaton of the Internatonal
Coveenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights in the Republic of Serbia, has highlighted this issue as
one of the key issues that are in contradicton with the obligatons from Artcle 9 of the Coveenant.
It is necessary to delete paragraphs 3 and 4 of the rrat that defne regular educaton. First of all, we note
that the concept of educaton is defned by the law that is the basic law for the giveen domain, that is, the
aaw on the Fundamentals of the Educaton System, and the obligaton of regular educaton is stpulated
by the aaw on Primary Educaton and Upbringing. The aforementoned laws already prescribe the
obligatons and responsibilites arising from the circumstances of irregular atendance. Therefore, we are
of the opinion that a proveision that in this way represents a kind of a sancton in the form of loss of
fnancial social assistance in a situaton where the child is not atending school regularly, is contrary to
the sense of proveiding social benefts. In additon, this is not done in the interests of the child, because if
the child does not atend school, the goal is for the child to contnue to atend classes rather than to

deprivee the family of social assistance. Contnuaton of atending classes is established by educatonal
social work with the family and inveolveement of the centre for social work, with the aim of proveiding
support to the family. Therefore, the circumstance that in this situaton the family will lose social
assistance has the purpose to punish, not support, and in additon, the family that has a social need is let
without fnancial social assistance or the amount thereof is reduced. All of the abovee may in numerous
cases result in the withdrawal of the child from further educaton because when faced with the lack of
funds and other means, the family will be forced to fnd other solutons that oten inveolvee children.
The way in which the rrat in Artcle 37 defnes regular educaton and regulates the way of exercising the
rights of children in full-tme educaton is in contradicton with the principle of the best interest of the
child referred to in Artcle 3(1) of the Conveenton on the Rights of the Child. This type of material support
should aim to protect children from poveerty and to proveide them with a chance to livee in dignity and
achievee appropriate deveelopment, rather than reward partcularly successful children and sancton those
facing difcultes in accessing educaton. These difcultes are oten related to the life in poveerty, and the
aboliton or reducton of material support in such cases would be fundamentally contrary to the best
interest of the child. We especially emphasize that this proveision may havee a disproportonately negatvee
efect on children belonging to the Roma natonal minority who oten face additonal problems in the
feld of educaton or to whom quality educaton is not aveailable due to lower expectatons from teaching
staf, discriminaton, untmely inclusion in pre-school educaton, insufcient knowledge of the language
and poveerty. In this respect, one should bear in mind that the Commitee on the Eliminaton of Racial
riscriminaton, in determining whether a partcular act is contrary to the prohibiton of racial
discriminaton, examines whether such act has an unjustfably diferent impact on a group that is
diferent in race, colour or natonal or ethnic origin, 3and the acts may be discriminatory if their purpose
or efects result in a more difcult exercise of rights and freedoms, 4 and therefore eveen without any
discriminatory intent.
Explanaton of proposal 8:
Artcle 97 of the current aaw on Social Welfare already stpulates the obligaton of the benefciaries in
relaton to the reportng of all changes that are releveant for the recognized right, and Artcles 105 and 106
proveide for the obligaton to compensate and recoveer the amount receiveed without justfcaton, and
3 Commitee on the Eliminaton of Racial riscriminaton, General Recommendaton 14, refniton of Racial riscriminaton
(Forty-second session, 1993), U.N. roc. A/48/18 at 114 (1994), paragraph 3.
4 Ibie, paragraph 2.

therefore Artcle 41 of the rrat is completely redundant. Furthermore, Artcle 41 of the rrat opens up
multple risks of disproportonate interference with the rights of benefciaries of fnancial social
assistance. Eveen though achieveing saveings and preveentng abuse in exercising the right to fnancial social
assistance consttute a general interest, the measures taken to achievee this aim must be legal,
proportonate and necessary. Howeveer, the measures referred to in Artcle 41 of the rrat law introduce
the risk of numerous veiolatons of the rights of benefciaries of fnancial social assistance, including the
protecton of personal data, the risk of non-transparency in the processing and exchange of data between
diferent authorites, as well as the risk of abuse and relying on unreliable data and unreliable sources.
Artcle 41 establishes the powers of the centres for social work veery broadly when it comes to the
processing of personal data of the benefciaries of fnancial assistance, prescribing that the centre for
social work may re-examine the conditons for exercising the atained rights of the benefciary if, in any
way, it becomes aware of facts that signifcantly infuence the conditons for exercising such right (our
italics). In Artcle 3, paragraph 1, item 3 of the aaw on Personal rata Protecton (hereinater:g the aPrP), it
is specifed that the processing of data is "any acton taken in relaton to data such as collectng,
recording, transcribing, multplying, copying, transferring, searching, sortng, separatng, crossing,
unifying, adjustng, editng, ensuring, using, making aveailable, disclosing, publishing, disseminatng,
recording, organizing, storing, adaptng, detectng by transmission or otherwise making aveailable,
concealing, and otherwise making unaveailable, as well as carrying out other actons in relaton to the said
data, regardless of whether it is done automatcally, semi-automatcally or otherwise. " It is without
doubt that the use and “obtaining in any way" of data on benefciaries of fnancial social assistance
consttutes processing of data in the sense of the aPrP and that it must meet certain conditons in order
to be considered permited, and the indiveidual has the right to know who, why and what informaton is
being processed about him/her, from where the data was collected, i.e. the source of the data, in which
collectons the data about him/her may be found, in what tme procedure the data are being transmited,
and alike. Artcle 41 of the rrat does not answer these questons and does not proveide any guarantees
regarding the permissibility of data processing and the preveenton of abuse.
When submitng a request, benefciaries of fnancial social assistance may givee writen consent to the
centres for social work to process their personal data on which the ofcial records are kept, which are
necessary for the decision-making process. Accordingly, the consent for the collecton of data in
accordance with Artcles 9 and 103 of the APA refers to the processing of data on which ofcial records
are kept, and Artcle 41 of the rrat also proveides for the processing of data for which ofcial records are
not kept. This is partcularly notceable when collectng data on the residence of indiveiduals or their family

members abroad for a period longer than 15 days. According to domestc regulatons, no ofcial records
are kept on the temporary residence of domestc citzens longer than 15 days (and shorter than 90 days). 5
Only if the citzens stay abroad for more than 90 days, they are obliged to report to the Ministry of
Internal Afairs and ofcial records are kept of such persons.
Since staying abroad for more than 15 and less than 90 days is not subject to keeping ofcial records, the
collecton of such data by the centres for social work opens up multple risks of non-transparent data
exchange or their unauthorized processing and abuse. The collecton of such informaton is contrary to
the aaw on Permanent and Temporary Residence of the Citzens, which prescribes the manner of keeping
records on the permanent and temporary residence of the citzens and on staying abroad, and the
Ministry of Internal Afairs is entrusted with the collecton of data on these circumstances and with
keeping records. Howeveer, the rrat aaw on Amendments to the aaw on Social Welfare introduces the
possibility of keeping parallel records on citzens' moveements, in partcular by the centres for social work.
The collecton and processing of such data by the centres for social work create serious dangers of
disproportonate interference with citzens' rights and veiolatons of the right to priveacy under Artcle 8 of
the European Conveenton on Human Rights. 6 The processing of such data is not completely regulated by
the rrat, without specifying the purpose and method of collectng, storing and processing of such data.
In additon, there is also a queston of who collects data on staying abroad for more than 15 days and
about whom. If such data were collected only for the benefciaries of fnancial social assistance, such
treatment would be contrary to the prohibiton of discriminaton, since records on staying abroad for less
than 90 days are kept only for one category (the benefciaries of fnancial social assistance). This would be
contrary to the special protecton of the legality of the processing of partcularly sensitvee data, which,
under Artcle 16 of the aPrP, also includes the receipt of social assistance. If the centres for social work
do not collect data from the Ministry of the Interior at all, then the manner of data processing is in
contradicton with the principle of promptness and accuracy of data, which means that the processing of
personal data is not permited if the data are not based on credible sources (Artcle 8 of the aPrP).
Explanaton of proposal 9:
5 Central Registry - A catalogue of personal data collectons managed by the Ministry of Internal Afairs, aveailable at:g
https://registaropooerenikors/r/beb4e40n-i70b6-i4641-ia26n-i7f65fe850e23.
6 Here it is necessary to make a veery clear distncton between, on the one side, Artcle 38, paragraph 2 of the current aaw on
Social Welfare that refers to the collecton of data that the applicant himself proveides or the body collects on the basis of
his/her consent or the law and, on the other hand, the collecton of data that is not regulated, for which there is no legal basis
or protecton against abuse.

The centres for social work havee been giveen too much authority in atributng the income that an
indiveidual could havee achieveed eveen though he/she actually did not realize it. It is necessary to omit the
possibility of determining the missed earnings in order to harmonize with the practce of internatonal
insttutons and bodies oveerseeing the implementaton of the contracts in which the Republic of Serbia is
a contractng party, in partcular, the case ERRC against Bulgaria7, in which Bulgaria has imposed a limit
on the maximum number of benefts that can be receiveed by an unemployed person that is able to work.
In this case, the Council of Europe's Social Rights Commitee has established that the Reveised European
Social Charter has been veiolated. The intenton of the legislator that the benefciary of special-purpose
fnancial assistance will not a priori be preveented from earning an income throughout the year, and
primarily relying on seasonal work, has limited the receipt of this compensaton to a period of nine
months, is an assumpton that cannot generally refer to all benefciaries of fnancial social assistance.
Namely, the possibility of earning additonal income and generatng reveenues incorporates many factors
and it must be primarily considered in each case indiveidually and with respect to the specifcs of each
indiveidual benefciary. In this way, under this regulaton, all persons in need of social support are placed
in a positon where they cannot exercise their right at full capacity. Therefore, A 11 - The Economic and
Social Rights Initatvee proposes to preveent the implementaton of this artcle by deletng it, thus
preveentng further veiolaton of rights in the feld of social protecton and disturbing the material positon
of benefciaries of fnancial social assistance.
Missed earnings is an instrument to deny the right to remuneraton, and thus the assessment to
determine whether the missed earnings havee occurred must be clearly and precisely defned, in order to
aveoid diferent applicaton of the law in practce. Specifcally, in this legal formulaton, the criteria cannot
be determined, and therefore this issue is let to the person processing the case, which oten leads to
biased attudes and groundless assertons of social workers on which the assessment of the amount of
the missed earnings is based.
Here we remind that, examining the fulflment of the obligatons that the Republic of Serbia took oveer on
the basis of the Reveised European Social Charter, the Commitee of Social Rights of the Council of Europe
in its conclusions for 2017 and 2016 has determined that the situaton in Serbia is not in accordance with
Artcle 13 of the Charter, since the amount of social assistance to which the socially veulnerable indiveiduals
7 The European Commitee of Social Rights, European Roaa Rights Centre (ERRC) oo Bulgaria, Complaint no. 48/2008, decision
of 18 February 2009, aveailable at:g http://wwwoerrnoorg/uploaes/uploaeden/fle/eenision-ion-ithe-iaerits-iby-ithe-ieuropean-i
noaaittee-iof-isonial-irights-i18-ifebruary-i2009opef.

are enttled is clearly inadequate and does not exceed the poveerty line. 8 The amount of fnancial social
assistance in the Republic of Serbia is oten insufcient to coveer basic expenses, such as rent in social
housing and utlity bills, and this amount is further reduced by the unrealistc and arbitrary determinaton
of the missed earnings. The aboliton of the category of missed earnings is necessary in order to more
efectveely combat poveerty and fulfl the obligatons that the Republic of Serbia has taken in that regard,
inter alia, on the basis of the Reveised European Social Charter.
Explanaton of proposal 10:
The minimum that the states should proveide to each indiveidual means the aveailability of resources
necessary to meet the basic needs of liveing, and stateless persons and persons without documents are
oten unable to proveide the resources necessary to meet basic existental needs. In this respect, we draw
the atenton to the Conclusions of the Council of Europe's Commitee on Social Rights for Serbia for 2017
and 2016 in which the Commitee reminds the state that eveen the persons who are illegally staying in the
country, but who are in a state of danger, must havee the right recognized by the law to meet the basic
needs such as food, clothing, and shelter. 9 We also point to the practce of the European Court of Human
Rights and an increasing number of cases in which the veiolaton of Artcle 3 was found and to the
prohibiton of torture, inhuman and degrading treatment (from which the states are obliged to protect
eoeryone under their jurisdicton) because the states havee failed to ensure the conditons of life
appropriate to ensure that eveery human being has the right to a dignifed treatment in relaton to their
basic needs, including the right to shelter.

8 European Commitee of Social Rights, Connlusions 2017 – Serbia – Artnle 13 Paragraph 1 – Aeequate assistanne for eoery
person in neee, aveailable at:g http://hueonoesnonoeoint/eng?ii22017/eef/SRB/13/1/ER.
9 European Commitee of Social Rights, Connlusions 2017 – Serbia – Artnle 13 Paragraph 1 – Aeequate assistanne for eoery
person in neee, aveailable at:g http://hueonoesnonoeoint/eng?ii22017/eef/SRB/13/1/ER.

